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Phys lcs-General In the thr6a cases where chemical identification of the neutron activity has been made(4), a beta active fission product of the same period was already known in the same element. This lent strong support to the Bohr-Wheeler hypothesi.s" but the experimental demonstrati on of p-n coincidences was lacking" E. 00 Lawrence and coworkers(5) recently found a 4.2 second neutron period among the light elements, the first such activity reported outside the field of fission ph~Tsics.
The work described below was started as an attempt to identify the element responsible for the delay. The techniques developed for that purpose, however, led to the possibility of stUdying the decay scheme of the radioactive transformation in some detail.
Chemical Identification
The 4 0 2 second period was found to be produced in greatest intensity by the • reaotion of deuterons on fluorine. Deuteron bombardment of elements beyond fluorine gave the same activity witb smaller intensities o (The dependence of the yield on the isotopic properties of the bombarded element has been investigated in detail by Chupp and IvlcMillan(6~. The external beam of the 184 u cyclotron was used for this purpose 0 Helium was used as the carrier gasp and the neutron activity could be detected in are-entrant BF S chamber ten meters from the bombarded solutiono The aotivity was carried by the He streampthrough a rubber tubeD to the countero The cyclotron was turned off after a twenty second bombardments and the number of neutron counts in a twenty second interval was recorded as the "int,ens i tylV •
To investigate the possibility that the 402 second period was carried as 00, or C0 29 the apparatus shown in Figure 1 was usedo Helium gas carrying the activity was passed through two tubes containing ABcarite 9 a cOffill1srcially available CO 2 absorber.
After passing through Lot CuO p to convert CO to 0°2 9 the gas stream entered two more Ascarite tubes before reaching the BF 3 chamber. recoil methcd D where a neutron "line" produces proton recoils with energies from zero ta the neutron line energyo The proton energy spectrum is flat between these limitso Therefore to deduce an original neutron spectrums one has to differentiate the proton energy speGtr'Umo (Cloud chamber techniques eliminate this difficul ty~but introduce ot~hers) 0 But in the case of the 0 16 recoils D the neutron energy is always 16 times the reooil energY9 since the angle between the two particles is always 180°0 Therefore no differentiation of the recoil spectrum is neoessaryo Unfortunately the method seems appli3able only to delayed neutron emitters of high energy and low mass 9 the only known G8SE, cf whi::sh is N17 0
In the first experiments 3 a conventional copper-in-glass type Geiger counter was usedo Two glass tubes were fitted to the glass cylinder 9 as inlet and outlet for the helium streamo The Gaunter operated in the proportional region wi.th a gas amplification of from 50 to 200 9 when the applied potential was in the neighborhood of 1000 volts o Pulses were amplified in a conventi onal linear amplifier!) and fed through a discriminator to a scaling circuit o When the NH 4 F solution was bombarded wi th 190 Mev deuterons!) large pulses were observed in the proportional countero They had a four second period, as measured by a "delay lilleu~teGhnique involving rubber tubes of different lengths 9 and were presumably the 0 16 T'eco:ils o Since these pulses were larger than any due to beta-or gamma-rays~it wa.s possible to observe them while the cyclotron was operatingo All the work described in the remainder of this report was performed with the continuous flow method a during actual bombardment of the NH 4 F solution. Helium acted as both the sweeping and counting gaso A preliminary investigation of the pulse height distribution~using a differential discr'iminator 9 showed that neutrons of energy up to about 2 Mev were emi.tted by 0 1 '7* 0 The number of pulses per unit energy interval was observed to increase c:ont,inucus1y as the GCergYlA.nd6r investigation was laweredo This last result was reported at the 1948 Washington meeting of' the APS~But it vms soon found that at the lower discriminator settings a the proportional counter was also sensitive to electrons which lost a large amount of When the so lid angle of beta~ray counters was computed~and the reooil-beta-ray count.tng rate was corr"octed for this factor~i t VTaS found that wi thin an uncertainty of aboul.. 10 peroEmt!) every recoil was accompanied by a beta-ray. This seems a rather convincing confirmation of the Bohr-~"ihoeler theory.
The neutron distribution was remeasured in the coincidence tei~\llllique.9 and the T'6 a \Al.ts are shoV\T!l in Fig& 30 In order to make a large ionization pulse in the proportional
. "-';10 U,(i"'.8 :' D an. electron must be direotGd axi ally e But in this case, it ca.-mot be counted in ono of the Geiger GOuntdrs 0 It is for this reas on that the neutron chstribution 0urve oan be anied to somewhat lower energies than without the coincidence techrliqu80
The p:r-oport,ional counter was calibrated in two ways2 and the energy scale of the neutron distribution was not significantly different in the two cases 0 In the first rilE; alpha particles from a thick source were directed 8,cross the di8lIleter of the :)xtdrnal positiollo There is a maximum energy which an alpha~particle can lesi' Hi 0ro.3i)lng the Gonnter 9 which corrosrwnds to a. noint on the range-energy curve with minlmUlll s10pe (maximum dE/dx). This energy loss is about ten times greater than the averaC;6 recoll energy. Calibratod attenuators and a signal generator were used in a stY,,,,i "ht-fol\'/'l"d mannOl to Live tho energy Gorresponding to various pulse heights in the (';2.5'3 :;fche rdGoi Is 0 f)-;c\ lIneari tv of the amplifier vms checked before and after each Figure 3 to have been observed if there were a sharp neutron line at 1 Mevo The alpha-particle experiment gave a sharp upper-limit energy-loss cut-off. That this cut-off was not in error by a factor of two could be shown by a comparison~~th the other method of calibration of the counter. This latter method was used in most of the work~and was very conveniento A thin layer of Pu 239 was deposited on the central wire of the counter D through the courtesy of Dro H. Bo Cunningham. The strength was such as to give several hundred counts per minute. Since the layer was thin compared to t he alpha-particle range~there was a certain minimum energy loss in the counter~which an a=particle could suffer. No alpha=particle could lose less energy than one which was directed radially away from the wireo This energy loss is easily calculable b and is fortunately just higher than the maximum 0 16 recoil energyo The energy scale of the recoil pulses could then be established by a calibration point involving a minimum size alpha-particle pulse 0 Since the neutron spectra obtained with both methods of oalibration (maximum and minimum a~pulse size) agreed within 10 percent i it is safe to conclude that the proportional oounter was giving pulses proportional to the energy released in the gaSD in the usual mannero A further check on this point comes from recent cloud chamber measurements of Dro Evans
Hayward D in this laboratorY8 who finds a neutron spectrum in general agreement with that reported he re e Her work was done in a hydrogen filled cloud chamber D and only those tracks within + 30 0 of the forward direction were measuredo The resulting neutron spectrum has a peak at 1 Mev 9 and extends up to 2 Mevo However 9 the width of the peak at half maximum is only about 002 Meve This is sharper than the line observed with the proportion= No gIDmna-rays were found in coincidence with the recoils 9 but accidental coincidence limited the search to the case of one gmmrra-ray accompanying each recoilo It is also highly unlikely on theoretical grounds that a gamma-ray could be emitted in this process~as the neutron wi dth is of the order of a hundred kilovolts G Gamma-ray widths are always very much narrower v so eamma~ruy emisn.lon eould not compete effectively ,lith rautron emissiullo
Corre1ati on of Beta and Neutron Energies
Since the energy available in the transition from .i J 1'7 to 0 16 +, n is fixed~higher tha. . ."l average energy neutrons should be accompanied by a lower thlJ,:n average energy 'beta'-ray distribu.tiono An e.ttempt W&S made to detect this effectj) but no really conclusive evidence was found" due to background effects at large p~ray abs orber thicknesst;S 0 The aba orpti.on curve of p~rays in coincidence with neutrons of any energy above 0 ..5
sho"Vm as a solid line in Figure 40 Three additional curves were determined for [.)-rays in coincidence wi th three groups of neutrons~whose energies are shown in Figure 3~as shaded blocks 0
Wi thin the statistical fluctuati ons, these curves were identicaL It was therefore decided to concentrate on a single point at about 008 g:rns/cm2~and determine the number of r>~rays per recoil through that thickness, for the three neutron ['roups. The cIldea of 008 t';ms/cm 2 was a compromise between p=ray energy resolution, which 1'"6quires datu to be obtained close to the end pointi) and backgTound eff6c;ts, which r(l(ml!'8 & counting rate somev"hat above the accidental background. It was possible to carry the overall~'-ray absorption curve to 1 0 15 gms/cm 2 for tvv"o reasons: (1) the real counting rate W6_S greater because all recoils contributed to the effect 9 and (2) the accuracy required was considerably less than that needed to establish the differential effect under consideration i.n this seotiono circulating C 7 F 16 through the internal target of the 184" cyclotrono A centrifugal pump drove~he liquid from the target to a counter-current scrubber outside the concrete shielding.
filllium bubbled through the circulating liquid and carried the N 17 to the usual proportional countero The 'operation of the counter was rather erratic, and depended critically on the partial pressure of the C7F16 vB.por in the stroaming heliwn. After a munber of attempts to take reliable data vii th this system had failed, the method vras abandoned. It is mentioned here because the technique of "pumping neutrons" from one point to another without high backgrounds of (f-rays might be of interest in other applications.
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